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Abstract
Previously we have reported that stratiﬁn (SFN, 14-3-3 sigma) acts as a novel oncogene, accelerating the tumor initiation and
progression of lung adenocarcinoma. Here, pull-down assay and LC-MS/MS analysis revealed that ubiquitin-speciﬁc
protease 8 (USP8) speciﬁcally bound to SFN in lung adenocarcinoma cells. Both USP8 and SFN showed higher expression
in human lung adenocarcinoma than in normal lung tissue, and USP8 expression was signiﬁcantly correlated with SFN
expression. Expression of SFN, but not of USP8, was associated with histological subtype, pathological stage, and poor
prognosis. USP8 stabilizes receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) such as EGFR and MET by deubiquitination, contributing to
the proliferative activity of many human cancers including non-small cell lung cancer. In vitro, USP8 binds to SFN and they
co-localize at the early endosomes in lung adenocarcinoma cells. Moreover, USP8 or SFN knockdown leads to
downregulation of tumor cellular proliferation and upregulation of apoptosis, p-EGFR or p-MET, which are related to the
degradation pathway, and accumulation of ubiquitinated RTKs, leading to lysosomal degradation. Additionally, mutant
USP8, which is unable to bind to SFN, reduces the expression of RTKs and p-STAT3. We also found that interaction with
SFN is critical for USP8 to exert its autodeubiquitination function and avoid dephosphorylation by PP1. Our ﬁndings
demonstrate that SFN enhances RTK stabilization through abnormal USP8 regulation in lung adenocarcinoma, suggesting
that SFN could be a more suitable therapeutic target for lung adenocarcinoma than USP8.
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The most common histological type of lung cancer is adenocarcinoma [1], categorized as non-small cell lung cancer
(NSCLC), which has a 5-year survival rate of approximately 40%. However, Noguchi et al. have demonstrated
that adenocarcinoma in situ (AIS, type A and B in the
Noguchi classiﬁcation) has an extremely favorable
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outcome, with a 5-year survival rate of 100% [2]. AIS
shows stepwise progression to early but invasive adenocarcinoma (eIA, type C in the Noguchi classiﬁcation),
which has a relatively poorer outcome [3]. Previously, we
compared the gene expression proﬁles of eIA and AIS and
found that stratiﬁn (SFN, 14-3-3 sigma) shows signiﬁcantly
higher expression in eIA than in AIS. This led us to conclude that SFN facilitates the development of lung adenocarcinoma and progression in vivo [4, 5].
SFN is the most distinct member of the highly conserved
14-3-3 protein family, which includes the beta, epsilon, eta,
gamma, tau, zeta, and sigma forms [6]. Although each of the
14-3-3 proteins has unique tissue-selective functions, SFN is
the form most directly related to tumor progression in the lung
[7, 8]. SFN acts as an adapter protein that controls signal
transduction, protein trafﬁcking, the cell cycle, and apoptosis
[9] by binding to a speciﬁc phosphoserine/threonine-containing motif on various proteins [7]. This interaction is
generally phosphorylation dependent on the target protein
regulated by kinases such as AKT and phosphatases such as
PP1 and PP2A [10]. On the basis of the existing evidence, we
hypothesized that the functions of SFN and its binding partners might be of special relevance to lung adenocarcinoma
and associated with its stepwise progression. To clarify the
molecular mechanism whereby SFN might facilitate tumor
progression, we performed a pull-down assay and LC-MS/
MS analysis using a lung adenocarcinoma cell line (A549)
and identiﬁed ubiquitin-speciﬁc protease 8 (USP8) as a lung
adenocarcinoma-speciﬁc binding partner of SFN.
USP8 belongs to the ubiquitin-speciﬁc protease (USP)
superfamily of deubiquitinating enzymes (DUBs) that stabilize speciﬁc protein substrates by removing ubiquitin from
them [11]. USP8 has already been reported to target several
particular substrates, including smoothened [12], frizzled
[13], neuregulin receptor degradation protein-1 (Nrdp1)
[14], and receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) [15–17], which
are involved in a number of human diseases including
malignant neoplasms, to balance their lysosomal degradation [15, 18]. However, the mechanism responsible for
controlling the deubiquitination activity of USP8 is still
poorly understood. Among the various targets of USP8,
RTKs such as epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) and
hepatocyte growth factor receptor (MET) are the bestknown therapeutic targets in lung cancer [19]. Moreover,
our recent study has demonstrated that overexpression of
USP8 in lung adenocarcinoma was related to the expression
and mutation status of EGFR and evident even in AIS, an
early stage of lung adenocarcinoma [20].
On the other hand, our previous immunohistochemical
study showed that normal lung tissues were completely
negative for SFN, whereas most cases of invasive lung
adenocarcinoma showed SFN positivity, indicating that SFN
expression has high tumor selectivity [4]. If SFN regulates
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USP8 activity in a tumor-selective manner, then SFN might
be a better therapeutic target than USP8 to facilitate RTK
degradation. Interestingly, two independent groups have
reported somatic mutation at the 14-3-3 binding motif
(RSYSSP) of USP8 in patients with Cushing’s disease [21,
22]. However, this genetic alteration and its implications in
lung adenocarcinoma have not been clariﬁed.
In the present study, we investigated the molecular
mechanism underlying the binding of SFN to USP8 in lung
adenocarcinoma cells because the role of this interaction in
RTK stabilization was considered a promising avenue for
identifying a useful therapeutic target for lung
adenocarcinoma.

Results
Identiﬁcation of USP8 as a unique SFN binding
partner in lung adenocarcinoma cells
Expression analysis of the 14-3-3 family revealed that all
members other than SFN showed no difference in mRNA
expression among eIA, AIS, and normal lung tissue (Fig. 1a
and Supplementary Fig. S1a). Therefore, we speculated that
only SFN speciﬁcally accelerated the progression of lung
adenocarcinoma, and attempted to screen factors that bind
speciﬁcally to SFN but not to other 14-3-3 members. To
identify SFN binding partners in lung adenocarcinoma cells,
we subjected A549 cells transfected with SFN or 14-3-3 eta
(as a control) vectors to a pull-down assay and LC-MS/MS
analysis. On the basis of the results, 24 proteins showed an
association with SFN only, and not with 14-3-3 eta (Supplementary Table S1). Among the candidate proteins, we
focused on USP8 as a direct binding partner of SFN. In
addition, we detected endogenous interaction between
USP8 and SFN in A549 cells, but not USP8 and 14-3-3 eta.
(Supplementary Fig. S1b).
Previous studies have found that USP8 interacts with 143-3 proteins in embryonic murine brain [23] and T-cells
[24], but not in lung. To clarify whether USP8 binds speciﬁcally to SFN in lung adenocarcinoma, we carried out
coimmunoprecipitation (co-IP) to examine the interaction of
USP8 with SFN, 14-3-3 epsilon, or 14-3-3 zeta, separately.
Unlike previous observations [21, 25, 26], the results indicated that among three kinds of 14-3-3 proteins, only SFN
bound speciﬁcally to USP8 in PL16T, an immortalized AIS
cell line [27] (Fig. 1b). In addition, immunoﬂuorescence
(IF) showed that USP8 and SFN were co-localized in the
cytoplasm, particularly in early endosomes, where USP8
predominantly controls lysosomal degradation of target
proteins, such receptors at plasma membrane (Fig. 1c).
These data indicated that USP8 speciﬁcally interacts with
SFN and they co-localize in early endosomes.
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Fig. 1 USP8 speciﬁcally
interacts with SFN at the
endosomes. a Real time RTPCR of SFN (14-3-3 sigma) and
14-3-3 eta using frozen tissues
of lung adenocarcinoma. Ten
paired specimens of tumor and
adjacent normal lung tissue were
used. The white bar indicates
normal tissue, and the black bar,
tumor tissue. AIS:
adenocarcinoma in situ, eIA:
early invasive adenocarcinoma.
b PL16T cells were transfected
with various plasmids for 24 h to
investigate the interaction
between USP8 and 14-3-3
proteins (HA-epsilon: HA
tagged 14-3-3 epsilon and Myczeta: Myc tagged 14-3-3 zeta).
Co-IP was performed using the
indicated antibodies. Only SFN
showed binding with USP8. c
Localization of endogenous
USP8 and SFN was examined
by IF. EEA1 was used as an
early endosome marker. SFN
and USP8 showed colocalization at the early
endosomes. Quantitative
determination of each
ﬂuorescent signal (SFN or
USP8: green and EEA1: red)
was performed along the white
arrows shown inside the images.
The Y-axis indicates the
ﬂuorescence pixel intensity,
demonstrating a distinct
association between SFN and
EEA1 or USP8 and EEA1. Scale
bars, 10 μm

USP8 and SFN are highly expressed in human lung
adenocarcinoma tissues
To evaluate the expression of USP8 and SFN in human lung
adenocarcinoma tissues, we performed immunohistochemistry (IHC) using 193 lung adenocarcinoma cases. Similarly
to the results of IF, we observed that both USP8 and SFN
were stained in the cytoplasm of formalin-ﬁxed parafﬁnembedded (FFPE) specimens from surgically resected lung
adenocarcinoma and that the expression was higher in
tumor tissue than in normal lung tissue (Fig. 2a). Additionally, we validated the results of IHC by Western blotting
using paired fresh human lung tissue samples from six
patients (Fig. 2b). In IHC, USP8 and SFN showed similar

expression patterns, and their expression was signiﬁcantly
correlated in 144/193 cases (74.6%, Fig. 2c).
Moreover, we found that SFN expression was signiﬁcantly associated with sex, pathological subtype,
pathological stage, lymphatic permeation, and vascular
invasion (Supplementary Table S2). Unlike SFN, USP8
expression was signiﬁcantly associated with only the
Noguchi classiﬁcation for small adenocarcinomas of the
lung (2 cm or less in diameter) (Supplementary Table S2).
Furthermore, SFN positivity was signiﬁcantly associated
with a poorer outcome relative to SFN-negative cases
(P = 0.007, Fig. 2d), whereas USP8 positivity was not
(P = 0.974, Fig. 2e). To interpret the different association
on patient’s outcome between SFN and USP8, which have
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Fig. 2 USP8 and SFN show a corresponding increase of expression in
human lung adenocarcinoma tissue. a IHC for USP8 and SFN was
performed using FFPE specimens of 193 cases of surgically resected
lung adenocarcinoma. USP8 and SFN were detected mainly in the
cytoplasm of the tumor cells with a similar staining pattern. Normal
lung tissue was almost negative for USP8 and SFN, whereas tumor
tissue showed higher expression of USP8 and SFN. b Western blotting
of six paired specimens of fresh normal and tumor lung tissue
demonstrated expression of USP8 and SFN. Both proteins expressions

were higher in tumorous than in normal tissue. c Correlation analysis
of USP8 and SFN was performed using the IHC results. There were
signiﬁcantly more correlated cases than uncorrelated cases in USP8
and SFN IHC (chi-squared test, ***P < 0.001). d, e Disease-free survival depicted as Kaplan–Meier curves showing the correlation
between outcome and SFN or USP8 expression. Positive expression of
SFN was associated with a poorer outcome than was negative
expression (P = 0.007), but this was not the case for USP8 expression
(P = 0.974)

mutually correlated expression, all patients were divided
into USP8 negative and positive groups, and then
patient’s outcome for each group was analyzed with SFN
expression. Even in the patients group with USP8 negativity, SFN positive patients showed signiﬁcantly poorer
outcome relative to SFN-negative cases (Supplementary
Fig. S2).

siRNA-USP8 or SFN into the A549 cells that we had used
for the pull-down assay and LC-MS/MS analysis. All of the
siRNAs successfully suppressed the expression of USP8 or
SFN mRNA and protein in A549. As siUSP8-I or siSFN-I
showed the strongest suppression of cellular proliferation,
we selected it and used it for further analysis (Fig. 3a–f).
To evaluate whether USP8 and SFN regulate cellular
functions including cell growth, proliferation, and apoptosis, we transfected siRNA-USP8, SFN, or a scrambled
control (siCON) into lung adenocarcinoma cells. Knockdown of USP8 or SFN signiﬁcantly reduced the cell growth
and proliferation of all lung adenocarcinoma cell lines (Fig.
3g, h). In addition, by examining the resulting alteration of a
representative apoptotic protein, cleaved caspase 3, by

Knockdown of USP8 and SFN decreases cellular
proliferation and induces apoptosis in lung
adenocarcinoma cells
To examine siRNA targeting USP8 or SFN for functional
analysis, we transfected with three different kinds of
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Fig. 3 Knockdown of USP8 and SFN regulates proliferation and
apoptosis in lung adenocarcinoma cells. A549 was transfected with
three kinds of siRNA-USP8 or siRNA-SFN. Knockdown efﬁciency
was conﬁrmed at the mRNA and protein levels. a, d Total RNA was
extracted from the cells after siRNA transfection for 24 h. USP8 and
SFN mRNA were examined by real-time RT-PCR, and 18 S was used
as an internal control (n = 3, t test ***P < 0.001). b, e Total protein
was extracted from the cells after siRNA transfection for 48 h. USP8
and SFN protein were subjected to Western blotting. β-actin was used
as a control to verify equal loading of protein (20 μg). c, f Cellular
proliferation was examined using a WST-1 assay after siRNA transfection for 48 h (n = 12, t test ***P < 0.001). Among the three siRNA
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sequences, the most effective siRNA-USP8-I and -SFN-I were selected
for further analysis. g Cell growth was examined after siRNA transfection into PL16T and A549 at the indicated time periods. Cells were
counted with a hematocytometer (n = 3). h Cellular proliferation was
tested using the AIS cell line, PL16T, and the adenocarcinoma cell
lines, PC9 and H1975 (n = 12, t test **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001). i
Expression of caspase 3 and cleaved caspase 3 as representative
apoptosis-related proteins was analyzed using extracted total protein
after collecting both adherent and ﬂoating cells for 48 h after siRNA
transfection into PL16T and A549. The positive control was pretreated
with 10 μM camptothecin for 24 h at 37 °C in a 5% CO2 incubator
before protein extraction
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Western blotting, we found that knockdown of USP8 or
SFN also led to induction of apoptosis in both PL16T and
A549 (Fig. 3i). Taken together, our results showed that
USP8 and SFN are involved in cellular proliferation and
apoptosis in lung adenocarcinoma cells.

Y. Kim et al.

SFN regulates USP8 protein expression in AIS cells
On the basis of the speciﬁc interaction between USP8 and
SFN among the other 14-3-3 members in lung adenocarcinoma cells, we speculated that USP8 and SFN might
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Fig. 4 USP8 and SFN mutually regulate their stabilization in lung
adenocarcinoma cells. a Expression of 14-3-3 proteins was assessed by
Western blotting using PL16T cells transfected with siUSP8. b
Expression of USP8 was assessed by Western blotting using
PL16T cells transfected with siSFN. We performed three independent
experiments and quantiﬁed each band size to show USP8 expression
using a bar graph. c The SFN plasmid without a tag to prevent any
interruption of its interaction with target proteins was transfected into
cells 24 h before protein extraction. Expression of USP8 and SFN was
examined by Western blotting. d USP8 rescue assay was performed by
Western blotting under cotransfection with siSFN for 24 h and subsequent overexpression of siSFN-resistant SFN for 24 h. e Expression
of ubiquitinated USP8 was assessed by co-IP after transfection with
siSFN accompanying overexpression of HA-ubiquitin in A549 cells.
The cells were treated with 10 μM MG132 (a proteosome inhibitor) for
16 h, leading to accumulation of ubiquitinated USP8 in the proteosomes. f Mutant USP8 S718C contained a point mutation changing
serine to cysteine at amino acid residue 718, which is one of the
important phosphorylation site of the 14-3-3 binding motif (AA715720, RSYSSP) in USP8. A549 cells transfected with WT or mutant
(S718C) USP8 were tested for their interaction with SFN by co-IP.
p14-3-3 BM (phospho-14-3-3 binding motif) indicates the active form
of USP8 (phospho-USP8). g Autodeubiquitination activity was
examined after overexpression of WT or mutant (S718C) USP8 in the
presence of 10 μM MG132 for 16 h in A549 cells. β-actin was used as
a control to verify equal loading of protein (20 μg)

mutually inﬂuence their respective stability. As expected,
knockdown of USP8 reduced only SFN expression, but not
that of other 14-3-3 members (Fig. 4a), indicating that
USP8 stabilizes SFN in lung adenocarcinoma cells. Moreover, knockdown of SFN also signiﬁcantly decreased the
expression of USP8 (Fig. 4b), and conversely, overexpression of SFN increased the expression of USP8 (Fig.
4c). To conﬁrm the direct regulatory effect of SFN on USP8
expression, we performed a rescue experiment and found
that the reduction of USP8 expression after SFN knockdown was abrogated by overexpression of siSFN- resistant
SFN (Fig. 4d).
Next, to investigate whether SFN regulates the stability
of USP8, we examined ubiquitinated USP8 after knockdown of SFN in A549. Knockdown of SFN increased the
expression of ubiquitinated USP8, indicating that SFN is
able to stabilize USP8 in lung adenocarcinoma (Fig. 4e).
We then considered how SFN might regulate
USP8 stabilization. It is possible that USP8 exerts its selfubiquitin remodeling function through autodeubiquitination
activity, similarly to USP19 [28]. To test this hypothesis, we
ﬁrst generated a mutant form of USP8, S718C, harboring a
point mutation at S718 of the 14-3-3 binding motif (14-3-3
BM) in USP8. We performed co-IP after overexpression of
either wild-type (WT) or mutant USP8 (S718C), and
interaction of the mutant USP8 (S718C) with SFN was
found to be obstructed (Fig. 4f). We then examined ubiquitinated USP8 in the presence of MG132, a protease
inhibitor. The ubiquitinated form of USP8 was hardly
detected under conditions of proteasome inhibition after
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overexpression of WT USP8. However, the mutant USP8
(S718C) enhanced the amount of ubiquitinated USP8 (Fig.
4g), similarly to catalytically inactive USP8 (mutant USP8
C786S, Supplementary Fig. S3a), indicating that WT USP8
appeared to have an autodeubiquitination function and S718
of USP8 also might be an important site to conduct
autodeubiquitination.
These results suggested that interaction of SFN with
USP8 positively regulates autodeubiquitination activity to
stabilize USP8 protein.

SFN regulates the degradation pathway of RTKs in
AIS cells
Previously, Huang et al. identiﬁed EGFR as a SFN binding
partner in nasopharyngeal carcinoma using co-IP/MS analysis [29]. Even though we performed pull-down assay and
LC-MS/MS analysis using two kinds of SFN plasmids, 3’Flag-SFN and 5’-Flag-SFN with 4 times independent analysis, we did not ﬁnd any interaction between SFN and
RTKs such as EGFR and MET. We consider that our pulldown assay and LC-MS/MS analysis identiﬁed only proteins which directly interact with SFN, though previous coIP/MS analysis might have also detected proteins which
bind to SFN indirectly by forming protein complex. To
conﬁrm whether SFN binds to RTKs indirectly in lung
adenocarcinoma cells, we performed co-IP and subsequent
Western blotting. Expectedly, we found that SFN interacted
with not only EGFR but also MET in A549 and PL16T cells
(Fig. 5a).
To demonstrate whether SFN regulates the expression of
EGFR and MET, similarly to USP8, which has been
reported to regulate RTKs in advanced lung adenocarcinoma cells [30], we transfected PL16T cells with siRNASFN. Although knockdown of SFN did not alter total EGFR
and MET (Fig. 5b), cell-surface proteins of EGFR and MET
decreased similarly to knockdown of USP8 (Fig. 5c),
indicating that SFN regulates cell-surface proteins of RTKs.
Moreover, knockdown of SFN increased the expression of
p-EGFR Y1045 and p-MET Y1003, which are associated
with lysosomal degradation signaling (Fig. 5b). However,
knockdown of SFN decreased the expression of p-EGFR
Y1068, which is associated with cellular proliferation signaling, and p-STAT3, a downstream factor related to proliferation and apoptosis. Additionally, the tendency of
RTKs down-regulation was consistent among three kinds of
siRNA-SFN but each siRNA-SFN showed slightly different
level of it, which might be due to differences of knockdown
efﬁcacy among siRNA sequences (Fig. 5b).
Next, a deubiquitination assay showed that expression of
ubiquitinated EGFR and MET in the presence of NH4Cl, a
lysosomal inhibitor, after knockdown of SFN was clearly
higher than in the control (Fig. 5d), similarly to knockdown
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of USP8 (Supplementary Fig. S3b). Moreover, IF with
LAMP1, a lysosomal marker, showed that knockdown of
SFN induced tight clusters distribution of lysosomal
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vesicles possibly due to the accumulation of EGFR and
MET (Fig. 5e), which budded from early endosome that
may contain increased ubiquitinated EGFR and MET by
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Fig. 5 SFN regulates stabilization of RTKs in AIS cells. a To
demonstrate interaction of endogenous USP8, EGFR, and MET with
SFN, a lysate of A549 cells was immunoprecipitated with anti-SFN.
As a negative control (NC), the cell lysate and protein A magnetic
beads were incubated without antibody for 1 h at 4 °C. Since use of
PL16T made it difﬁcult to examine endogenous interaction of proteins,
Co-IP using Flag antibody was performed after overexpression of
Flag-SFN. The eluted IP sample was subjected to Western blotting
using the indicated antibodies. b Expression of total and phosphorylated RTKs such as EGFR and MET and their downstream factor,
STAT3, was assessed by Western blotting using PL16T cells transfected with siSFN. We performed three independent experiments and
quantiﬁed each band size to show p-EGFR, p-MET, and p-STAT3
expression using a bar graph after normalization of each by total
EGFR, MET, and STAT3, respectively. c Expression of membrane
EGFR and MET was assessed using subcellular fractionation after
transfection with siUSP8 or siSFN. The extracted membrane proteins
(30 μg) were heated by 37 °C for 30 min and used for electrophoresis
on 7.5% Mini-PROTEAN TGX Precast Gels. Na+/K+/ATPase were
used for plasma membrane marker. d Expression of ubiquitinated
EGFR and MET was examined by co-IP after transfection with siSFN
accompanied by overexpression of HA-ubiquitin in PL16T. The cells
were treated with 25 mM NH4Cl (a lysosomal inhibitor) for 4 h,
leading to accumulation of ubiquitinated EGFR or MET at the lysosome. e After siSFN transfection, ubiquitinated EGFR and MET,
which were destined for lysosomal degradation, were assessed by IF
after staining for LAMP1 (a lysosomal marker) in PL16T. EGFR and
MET were immunostained with respective antibodies, and their
accumulation at lysosomes after treatment with 25 mM NH4Cl (a
lysosomal inhibitor) for 4 h was examined. Scale bar, 10 μm. f The
half-life of EGFR and MET was assessed by Western blotting after
transfection with siSFN in PL16T. The cells were treated with
cycloheximide (CHX; a protein synthesis inhibitor) for the indicated
time. β-actin was used as a control to verify equal loading of protein
(20 μg)

inhibiting recycling pathway, similarly to knockdown of
USP8 (Supplementary Fig. S3c). Thus, the half-life of
EGFR and MET after knockdown of SFN was shorter than
in the siCON treated with cycloheximide, a protein synthesis inhibitor (Fig. 5f).
Taken together, these results suggested that SFN prevents the lysosomal degradation of RTKs via USP8 to
enhance the recycling of RTKs back to the plasma
membrane.

Impairment of USP8 and SFN interaction negatively
regulates RTKs in AIS cells
According to previous studies [9, 31], SFN has four
important residues, Lys49, Arg56, Arg129, and Tyr130, for
recognition of phosphoserine on target proteins. We generated three SFN mutants, K49A, R56A, and R129A/
Y130A, and performed co-IP using A549 cells to conﬁrm
whether these sites are related to binding with USP8. We
found that the SFN mutants abolished interaction with
endogenous USP8 almost completely (Fig. 6a). Additionally, we generated multiple SFN mutants containing the
four point mutations. Since PL16T cells have low
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expression of USP8 and SFN, we overexpressed WT USP8
and either WT or multiple SFN mutants to examine their
interaction with USP8. Consistent with the single point
mutant form of SFN, the multiple mutant forms also abolished not only USP8 but also EGFR and MET interaction
(Fig. 6b). This suggested that impairment of the SFN-USP8
complex might downregulate RTKs expression by inhibiting the interaction of RTKs with the SFN-USP8 complex.
Next, to clarify whether SFN interaction with USP8
regulates the expression of RTKs and their downstream
factor, we transfected PL16T cells individually with the WT
USP8 or the mutant USP8 (S718C) and examined the
resulting impairment of SFN interaction. As expected, the
mutant USP8 (S718C) reduced the expression of RTKs,
EGFR and MET, as well as a downstream factor, p-STAT3,
in comparison to the expression after transfection with WT
USP8 (Fig. 6c). Moreover, cotransfection with the mutant
USP8 and SFN reduced the expression of both EGFR and
MET, as well as that of p-STAT3, in comparison to the
expression after cotransfection with WT USP8 and SFN
(Fig. 6d), indicating that these residues of USP8 and SFN
are responsible for recognition and formation of a complex
to regulate the expression of RTKs.
Collectively, these ﬁndings suggested that binding of
SFN with USP8 is essential for stabilization of RTKs
through deubiquitination.

SFN interaction with USP8 is regulated by PP1 in
lung adenocarcinoma cells
The 14-3-3 BM of USP8 (RSYSSP) is essential for USP8 to
interact with the 14-3-3 members, and S718 of the 14-3-3
binding motif in USP8 is a critical biological phosphorylation site [32]. On the basis of our results, we speculated
that phosphorylation of USP8 at 14-3-3 BM is crucial for
SFN binding and regulation of RTKs (Figs. 4f, 6c). Panner
et al. have reported that the enzymatic activity of USP8 is
dependent on AKT, a serine/threonine-speciﬁc protein
kinase [33]. To clarify the involvement of AKT in regulation of USP8 phosphorylation on its 14-3-3 BM, we
examined the endogenous interaction of USP8 and pAKT
and then treated A549 cells with the PI3K-AKT pathway
inhibitor, LY294002. Treatment with LY294002 apparently
decreased the USP8 phosphorylation on 14-3-3 BM and
also impaired the binding of USP8 with SFN (Supplementary Figs. S4a and S4b). Consistently, treatment with
LY294002 increased ubiquitinated EGFR and MET (Supplementary Fig. S4c). However, treatment with LY294002
did not alter ubiquitinated EGFR and MET when mutant
USP8 (S718C) was transfected (Supplementary Fig. S4d),
because mutant USP8 impaired binding with SFN independently of PI3K-AKT pathway inhibitor. These facts
indicate that AKT is a positive regulator for USP8 and SFN
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Fig. 6 USP8-SFN complex regulates RTKs and downstream signaling
in AIS cells. a We generated three types of SFN mutant containing one
or two point mutations at residues 49, 56, and both 129 and 130. Cells
transfected with each point mutant SFN were subjected to co-IP to
analyze their interaction with USP8 in A549. b Mutant SFN contained
four multiple point mutations at residues 49, 56, 129, and 130, which
are the important residues for recognition of phospho-target proteins
such as phospho-USP8. Cells transfected with SFN wild-type (WT) or
SFN mutant accompanied by USP8 WT were tested for their

interaction with USP8 by co-IP in PL16T. c After transfection with the
Flag-USP8 WT or mutant (S718C), expression of RTKs and downstream factors was assessed by Western blotting in PL16T. d After
cotransfection with both WT or mutant HA-USP8 and Flag-SFN,
expression of RTKs and downstream factors was assessed by Western
blotting in PL16T. The mutant USP8 contained S718C and the mutant
SFN harbored K49A, R56A, R129Y, and Y130A. β-actin was used as
a control to verify equal loading of protein (20 μg)

interaction and their activity in RTKs stabilization. However, the speciﬁc phosphatase responsible for reverse USP8
phosphorylation from the active to the inactive form
remained unknown.
Since PP1 and PP2A are important regulators of 14-3-3
binding to its target protein [10], we examined endogenous
interaction between USP8 and PP1 or PP2A by co-IP in
A549 cells. As expected, we found that endogenous PP1
and PP2A each interacted with USP8 (Fig. 7a) and that
treatment of cells with a speciﬁc PP1/PP2A inhibitor, okadaic acid (OA), led to a marked increase in USP8

phosphorylation on 14-3-3 BM and binding of USP8 to
SFN (Fig. 7b). Consistently, OA diminished ubiquitination
of EGFR and MET but mutant USP8 (S718C) was not
affected by OA because mutant USP8 does not have
phosphorylation site, unlike WT USP8 (Supplementary
Figs. S5a and S5b). These results indicated that inhibition of
PP1 or PP2A enhances USP8 and SFN interaction and
USP8 activity in RTKs stabilization in lung adenocarcinoma cells.
Next, to demonstrate whether PP1 or PP2A modulates
USP8 dephosphorylation at 14-3-3 BM, we conﬁrmed their
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interaction by performing co-IP under conditions of WT or
mutant USP8 (S718C) overexpression. We found that
impairment of the serine-phosphorylation of mutant USP8,
rendering it unable to bind with SFN, abolished PP1 binding but not PP2A binding (Fig. 7c). On the basis of this
result, we speculated that PP1 and SFN might competitively
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interact with USP8 at S718 of 14-3-3BM to regulate USP8
deubiquitinating activity, unlike PP2A. As expected, mutant
SFN induced interaction of PP1 with USP8, when compared with WT SFN (Supplementary Fig. S5c). Taken
together, the present results suggested that PP1 contributes
to the regulation of 14-3-3 BM phosphorylation in
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Fig. 7 PP1 regulates the USP8-SFN complex by dephosphorylation of
the 14-3-3 binding motif. a To demonstrate the interaction of endogenous PP1 and PP2A with USP8, a lysate of A549 cells was
immunoprecipitated with anti-USP8. As a negative control (NC), the
cell lysate and protein A magnetic beads were incubated without
antibody for 1 h at 4 °C. The eluted IP sample was subjected to
Western blotting using the indicated antibodies. b The SFN-USP8
complex was evaluated by co-IP and Western blotting. p14-3-3 BM is
the phospho14-3-3 binding motif, indicating phospho-USP8 which
facilitates binding to SFN. A549 cells were treated with 200 nM
okadaic acid, a PP1/PP2A (seine/threonine phosphatase) speciﬁc
inhibitor, for 1 h. pERK was used as a positive control for the serine/
threonine phosphatase inhibitor. c To assess whether PP1 or PP2A
utilizes p14-3-3 BM for binding with USP8, WT (wild-type) or mutant
(S718C) HA-USP8 was transfected into A549 cells, and 24 h after
transfection a lysate of the cells was subjected to co-IP with anti-HA.
The eluted IP sample was subjected to Western blotting using the
indicated antibodies. β-actin was used as a control to verify equal
loading of protein (20 μg). d A model of the pathway for regulation of
RTKs by the SFN-USP8 complex in normal lung and adenoacrinoma
cells. Ligand-bound RTKs are internalized through endocytosis and
form early endosomes. Some internalized RTKs are subjected to
lysosomal degradation, but others undergo recycling back to the
plasma membrane via recycling endosomes through USP8 deubiquitinating activation. In normal cells, ubiquitinated RTKs strictly
maintain the balance between the recycling and degradation pathways,
as well as physiological regulation of biosynthesis. However, in tumor
cells, SFN and USP8 show abnormal overexpression and their complex facilitates recycling of RTKs to the plasma membrane through
deubiquitination of ubiquitinated RTKs. Moreover, interaction of
USP8 and SFN is regulated through phosphorylation by AKT or PP1.
Hyperactivation of AKT in tumor cells accelerates the binding of
phospho-USP8 to SFN, and SFN also induces stabilization of
phospho-USP8 by protecting it from dephosphorylation via PP1.
Subsequently, the SFN and USP8 complex protects RTKs from
degradation and contributes to aberrant cellular proliferation

USP8, having a negative feedback effect on USP8 activity
(Fig. 7d).

Discussion
Previous studies have indicated that each of the 14-3-3
proteins has unique functions, which are context-dependent
and also organ-dependent or tissue-dependent [6]. SFN in
particular is evolutionarily distinct from all of the other 143-3 proteins from the viewpoint of sequence conservation
[34] and shows the closest association with lung cancer [5].
In this regard, abnormal regulation of USP8 induced by
SFN is a unique and tissue-selective phenomenon in lung
adenocarcinoma (Fig. 1). Here, we found that SFN and
USP8 facilitate cellular proliferation and inhibit apoptosis,
and these phenomena were induced most markedly in the
PL16T cell line, which was established from AIS, an earlystage form of adenocarcinoma, in comparison with the other
cell lines derived from advanced adenocarcinomas (Fig. 3).
Previously, we had found that DNA demethylationtriggered abnormal overexpression of SFN is an early
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event in the malignant progression of lung adenocarcinoma
[4, 35]. We also reported that similarly to SFN, overexpression of USP8 is an oncogenic alteration at the early
stage [20]. Although the level of SFN expression is associated with patient outcome, that of USP8 is not (Fig. 2).
Therefore, the biological effect of USP8 might be included
in that of the multifunctional protein, SFN, and the
expression of USP8 itself may not inﬂuence the ﬁnal patient
outcome.
Additionally, our results indicated that USP8 and SFN
may have an important effect in maintaining their mutual
stability (Fig. 4). Recently, Kim et al. demonstrated that
among 14-3-3 proteins, 14-3-3γ is speciﬁcally regulated by
and interacts with USP37, inhibiting its degradation by Lys48 and Lys-63 branched polyubiquitination in lung, breast,
ovarian, and colorectal cancer cells [36]. That report suggested that each of the 14-3-3 proteins might have speciﬁc
regulatory and binding DUB partners to enhance their
stability.
Post-translational modiﬁcation including ubiquitination
by ubiquitin ligases and deubiquitination by the DUBs is a
key mechanism to regulate protein stability such as cellsurface receptors [37]. Recent studies have screened DUBs
involved in regulation of EGFR degradation including
AMSH, USP8, USP9X, which regulated EGFR initial
endocytosis by stabilization of Esp15 [38], and Cezanne-1,
which was frequently ampliﬁed and promoting tumor
aggressiveness in breast cancers [39], using siRNA library
of the majority of human DUBs. Among them, Clague et al.
has reported that AMSH and USP8 are required to interact
with Hrs-STAM endosomal sorting complex at early
endosome, regulating STAM stability [40, 41]. However,
Komada et al. showed that USP8 is recruited by Hrs-STAM
and directly binds with ubiquitinated EGFR to deubiquitinate it [42]. These different ﬁndings imply a complicated
mechanism underlying receptor protein degradation. On the
basis of these reports, multiple processes achieve the efﬁcient control on trafﬁcking of ubiquitinated receptor proteins to lysosomal degradation. However, controlling
mechanism of RTKs trafﬁcking to lysosome in particular
cancer cells has not been clariﬁed yet.
In the present study, we conﬁrmed that USP8 binds to
and regulates EGFR and MET to accelerate their deubiquitination (Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. S3). Similarly to
USP8, SFN was also shown to be a binding partner of
EGFR and MET (Fig. 5a), and knockdown of SFN strongly
induced the degradation signaling of EGFR and MET
mediated with phosphorylation at Y1045 and Y1003,
respectively (Fig. 5b). Consequentially, knockdown of SFN
decreased cell-surface EGFR and MET (Fig. 5c) and cellular proliferation signaling (Fig. 5b). Activation of RTKs
by binding ligands leads to autophosphorylation of receptor
catalytic domain, for example pY1068 of EGFR, and serve
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as docking sites for activation of downstream signal cascade. On the other hand, RTKs activity is negatively controlled by protein tyrosine phosphatases (PTPs) leading to
inhibition of RTK autophosphorylation or by ubiquitin
ligase Cbl through binding with pY1045 of EGFR and
pY1003 of MET for lysosomal degradation [43]. Moreover,
previous report found that degree of phosphorylation at
each site could be different among Y992, Y1045, Y1068,
Y1086, Y1148, and Y1173 depending on concentration of
EGF or TGF-alpha [44]. Consistent with this report, we
found that knockdown of SFN showed different level of
pY1045 and pY1068 of EGFR, suggesting that SFN might
play role as a positive regulator for activation of RTKs.
Additionally, our ﬁnding that lack of SFN binding with
USP8 induced ubiquitination and reduced the half-life of
RTKs supports the possibility that SFN promotes activity
and stability of USP8 associated with RTK stabilization in
lung adenocarcinoma (Figs 5 and 6). Unlike SFN, 14-3-3
epsilon and beta, which are highly expressed in mammalian
brain [6], inhibit USP8 activity in Cushing’s disease [21,
22, 45] and mouse T-cells [24] by blocking the posttranslational modiﬁcation, cleavage of USP8 which is
leading to hyperactive deubiquitination of EGFR. Moreover, mutations of USP8 in Cushing’s disease frequently
occur at the 14-3-3 binding motif, leading to upregulation of
EGFR and subsequent hyperproduction of ACTH, the
hallmark of Cushing’s disease [32]. In contrast to the
ﬁndings for Cushing’s disease, our ﬁndings did not show
any somatic mutation at the 14-3-3 binding motif of
USP8 in lung adenocarcinoma tissue nor any fragmentary
form of USP8 in lung adenocarcinoma cells (Supplementary
Fig. S6).
USP8 enzymatic activity is dependent on phosphorylation by c-Src, a non-receptor tyrosine kinase [46], and AKT,
a serine/threonine-speciﬁc protein kinase [33]. On the other
hand, no phosphatase speciﬁc for USP8 has yet been
identiﬁed. Here, we found that USP8 interacted with PP1, a
serine/threonine phosphatase, similarly to a previous report
showing that PP1 negatively regulates 14-3-3 binding to
target proteins such as Cdc25C [10]. Moreover, our results
showed that PP1 binds to USP8 at 14-3-3 BM, similarly to
SFN, and thus SFN and PP1 might competitively bind with
USP8 (Fig. 7). Therefore, we speculate that SFN might have
higher binding afﬁnity for USP8 than for PP1, or that
overexpression of SFN might promote interaction with
USP8 and induce a conformational change in USP8 that
increases its enzymatic activity and stability in lung adenocarcinoma (Fig. 7d).
Many molecularly targeted drugs have been developed
for advanced lung adenocarcinomas harboring EGFR
mutations or ALK rearrangement [47, 48]. Although TKIs
for EGFR and EML4-ALK are initially very effective, most
tumors subsequently aquire resistance to the drugs. Byun
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et al. reported that a USP8 inhibitor suppressed both growth
and tumor formation of both TKI-resistant and -sensitive
NSCLC cells by inducing degradation of RTKs, and suggested that USP8 might be a preferable theraputic target for
overcoming aquired resistance [30]. However, it would be
easily envisaged that USP8 inhibitor might dysregulate the
physiologically important functions of USP8 in normal
tissues, causing severe adverse effects. In support of this,
USP8 was ﬁrst demonstrated as a growth-regulated ubiquitin isopeptidase [49], deletion of which caused
embryonic lethality in mice [18]. On the other hand, SFN
shows high tumor-speciﬁc expression and induces aberrant
USP8 activation in lung adenocarcinoma. Therefore, we
believe that an SFN inhibitor would be a more selective and
desirable therapeutic target for lung adenocarcinoma than
USP8, offering the possibility of effectiveness against TKIresistant tumors.
In summary, we have revealed that SFN preserves
aberrant regulation of USP8 and subsequently protects
RTKs from lysosomal degradation, resulting in hyperactivation of these signaling pathways. SFN may be central
to the development of a useful therapeutic strategy for both
early and advanced lung adenocarcinomas.

Materials and methods
Cell lines and culture conditions
The PL16T cell line was established in our laboratory from
a surgically resected AIS of the lung [27]. PL16T cells were
maintained in MCDB153HAA (Wako, Osaka, Japan) supplemented with 2% FBS (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO),
0.5 ng/ml human-EGF (Toyobo, Tokyo, Japan), 5 μg/ml
human-insulin (Wako), 72 ng/ml hydrocortisone (Wako),
40 μg/ml human-transferrin (Sigma-Aldrich), and 20 ng/ml
sodium selenate (Sigma-Aldrich). PC9 cells and A549 cells
were maintained as described previously [50]. The cells
were cultured in a 5% CO2 incubator at 37 °C and passaged
every 3–4 days.

Transfection with small interfering RNA (siRNA)/
expression vectors
USP8-speciﬁc or SFN-speciﬁc siRNAs from Thermo Fisher
Scientiﬁc and a nucleic acid transfer agent, lipofectamine
RNAiMAX (Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc), were used for
siRNA transfection as described previously [4] and detailed
in the Supplementary Information. Plasmid DNA was puriﬁed using an EndoFree Plasmid Maxi kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany). Fugene HD (Promega, Madison, WI) was
used for plasmid transfection in accordance with the manufacturer’s protocol.
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DNA constructs and point mutagenesis
Expression vectors for full-length wild-type human FlagHA-USP8 and HA-14-3-3 epsilon/Myc-14-3-3 zeta were
purchased from Addgene (Cambridge, MA). Construction
of Flag-SFN and pSFN (siSFN-resistant) has been described
previously [4]. HA-ubiquitin and wild-type GFP-USP8
were obtained from Professor Yasunori Kanaho (University
of Tsukuba, Japan). Mutagenesis to create constructs
encoding the mutant form of Flag-HA-USP8 and Flag-SFN
was carried out with the PrimeSTAR Mutagenesis Basal kit
(Takara, Shiga, Japan) in accordance with the manufacturer’s protocol, as detailed in the Supplementary
Information. Sequences of all constructs were veriﬁed by
Sanger sequencing.

Patients and sample selection
We selected 193 specimens of lung adenocarcinomas that
had been surgically resected at the University of Tsukuba
Hospital (Ibaraki, Japan) between 1999 and 2007. Followup information for all of the corresponding patients was
obtainable from the medical records. Informed consent for
use of their materials had been obtained from all of the
patients. The study was approved by the institutional ethics
review committee and the lung adenocarcinoma cases were
classiﬁed according to the UICC TNM classiﬁcation of
malignant tumors (seventh edition) and the World Health
Organization (WHO) classiﬁcation of malignant tumors
(fourth edition) [51, 52].

Immunohistochemistry
We used 4-μm-thick tissue sections from formalin-ﬁxed
parafﬁn-embedded (FFPE) tissue microarray (TMA) blocks.
Each TMA block comprised 24 specimens containing lung
adenocarcinoma tissue in a 48-core slide. Immunostaining
has been described previously [20]. We scored SFN and
USP8 according to the intensity of cytoplasmic staining.
The staining was judged to be positive when the cytoplasm
of the tumor cells was stained more strongly than that of the
alveolar epithelium. Testis tissue was used as a positive
control for USP8 and lung adenocarcinoma tissue with high
SFN expression, which we had used in a previous study [4],
was used for SFN. Anti-USP8 polyclonal rabbit antibody
(Bethyl Laboratories, Montgomery, TX) and anti-SFN
monoclonal mouse antibody (Sigma-Aldrich) were used as
the primary antibodies.

Cellular proliferation assay
Cells were seeded in six-well plates after siRNA transfection and cultured for the indicated time periods. The
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adherent cells were collected and suspended in 0.4%
trypan blue solution (Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc). The
number of cells was counted using a hematocytometer.
Three replicates were prepared for each group. For analysis of cellular proliferation activity, a WST-1 kit
(Roche Diagnostic, Mannheim, Germany) was used in
accordance with the manufacturer’s protocol after siRNA
transfection.

Apoptosis assay
After siRNA transfection for 48 h, both adherent and
ﬂoating cells were collected and extracted proteins using
Mammalian Protein Extraction Reagent (M-PER; Thermo
Fisher Scientiﬁc) containing a Halt protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc). The
positive control for apoptosis was a lysate of PL16T or
A549 treated with 10 μM camptothecin (Sigma-Aldrich) for
24 h. For evaluation of apoptosis, we performed Western
blotting to detect cleaved caspase 3.

Western blotting
Total proteins were prepared on ice using M-PER for cultured cells or Tissue Protein Extraction Reagent (T-PER;
Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc) for fresh tissue containing a Halt
protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail. The total protein in the lysates was measured using a BCA protein assay
kit (Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc). Total proteins (20 μg) were
used for electrophoresis on 7.5%, 10%, or 12% MiniPROTEAN TGX Precast Gels (Bio-Rad Laboratories,
Hercules, CA) and transferred as described previously [20].
The blots were then blocked and probed with various
antibodies as detailed in the Supplementary Information and
ﬁnally detected by the chemiluminescence method using
SuperSignal West Femto Maximum sensitivity substrate
(Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc).

Coimmunoprecipitation (Co-IP)
The cells were transfected with appropriate plasmids for
24 h. After transfection, the total protein was extracted
using IP Lysis Buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc) containing
a Halt protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (Thermo
Fisher Scientiﬁc). The cell extracts were concentrated using
Amicon Ultra 3k (Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA) by
centrifugal ﬁltration, supplemented with an appropriate
antibody and washed with protein A or G magnetic beads
(Bio-Rad Laboratories), and incubated at 4 °C overnight.
The beads were subsequently pelleted on a magnetic
separation rack for 15 s and washed 3 times using IP Lysis
Buffer. The samples were then boiled at 95 °C for 5 min to
elute the immunocomplexed proteins. Levels of proteins in
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the elution products were assessed by Western blotting
using the appropriate antibodies.

Immunoﬂuorescence (IF)
After siRNA transfection, the cells were plated on collagencoated cover slides (Iwaki Biosciences, Tokyo, Japan) and
ﬁxed with 10% neutral buffered formalin and were incubated with primary antibodies for 1 h, as detailed in the
Supplementary Information. They were then incubated with
anti-mouse IgG conjugated Alexa Fluor 488 secondary
antibody and anti-rabbit IgG conjugated Alexa Fluor
568 secondary antibody (1:1000, Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc)
for 1 h. Coverslips were mounted onto glass slides with
mounting medium (Fluoromount-G, SouthernBiotech, AL,
USA) after nuclear staining with DAPI (1:5000, SigmaAldrich) for 5 min. The cells were analyzed using a confocal laser scanning microscope (LSM700; Carl Zeiss,
Oberkochen, Germany) using a Plan-Apochromat 63 × /
1.40 Oil DIC M27 objective. The following setting were
used: Filters were used: Track 1 Ch2, 420–1000; Track2
Ch1, BP 420–475 + BP 500–610; and Track3 Ch2,
568–1000. Beam splitters were used MBS 405/488/555/639
and DBS1 420 nm for Track1, 576 nm for Track2, and
568 nm for Track3. Images were taken using lasers of
405 nm (Track1) for DAPI stain, 488 nm (Track2) for Alexa
Fluor 488 stain, and 555 nm (Track3) for Alexa Fluor
568 stain.

Deubiquitination assay for detecting ubiquitinated
proteins
The cells were transfected with siRNA for 24 h followed by
HA-ubiquitin for 24 h. After transfection, the cells were
treated with 25 mM NH4Cl (Sigma-Aldrich), a lysosomal
inhibitor, for 4 h or 10 μM MG132 (Sigma-Aldrich), a
proteasome inhibitor, for 16 h at 37 °C in a 5% CO2 incubator. The total protein was extracted using IP Lysis Buffer
(Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc) containing a Halt protease and
phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc)
and 10 mM N-ethylmaleimide (NEM; Sigma-Aldrich), a
deubiquitinase inhibitor. Ubiquitinated proteins in the lysate
were assessed by co-IP and Western blotting using the
appropriate antibodies.

Statistical analysis
Group results are expressed as mean ± SD. Data were
compared between groups using the t test to calculate 2tailed distributions and a paired t test. SPSS 22 statistical
software (SPSS, Chicago, IL) was used for IHC data analysis as follows. Correlations of clinicopathological features
with USP8 or SFN expression were analyzed using the chi-
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squared test. Disease-free survival according to USP8 or
SFN expression was examined using the Kaplan-Meier
method, and the signiﬁcance of differences between survival curves was evaluated using the log-rank test.
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